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Herbert: design and realization of a
full-sized anthropometrically correct
humanoid robot
Brennand Pierce* and Gordon Cheng
Institute for Cognitive Systems, Technische Universität München, Munich, Germany
In this paper, we present the development of a new full-sized anthropometrically correct
humanoid robot Herbert. Herbert has 33 DOFs: (1) 29 active DOFs (24 in the legs,
27 in the arms, 4 in the waist and 3 in the head) and (2) 4 passive DOFs (22 in the
ankles). We present the objectives of the design and the development of our system, the
hardware (mechanical, electronics) as well as the supporting software architecture that
encompasses the realization of the complete humanoid system. Several key elements,
that have to be taken into account in our approach to keep the costs low while ensuring
high performance, will be presented. In realizing Herbert we applied a modular design
for the overall mechanical structure. Two core mechanical module types make up the
main structural elements of Herbert: (1) small compact mechanical drive modules and (2)
compliant mechanical drive modules. The electronic system of Herbert, which is based
on two different types of motor control boards and an FPGA module with a central
controller, is discussed. The software architecture is based on ROS with a number of
sub-nodes used for the controller. All these supporting components have been important
in the development of the complete system. Finally, we present results showing our
robot’s performances: demonstrating the behavior of the compliant modules, the ability of
tracking a desired position/velocity as well as a simple torque controller. We also evaluate
our custom communication system. Additionally, we demonstrate Herbert balancing and
squatting to show its performance. Moreover, we also show the simplicity of the higher
level supporting software framework in realizing new behaviors. All in all, we show that
our system is compact and able to achieve comparable human performances and has
human proportions while being low cost.
Keywords: humanoid robot, compliant control, anthropometrically correct humanoid robot, human performance,
torque controllable
Introduction
Over the past two decades, a number of full-sized humanoid robots have been designed and realized:
Hubo (Park et al., 2005), Honda P2/P3 (Hirai et al., 1998), HRP-series (Kaneko et al., 2008), CB
(Cheng et al., 2007), LOLA (Lohmeier et al., 2009), TORO iteOtt2010 and ARMAR-4 (Asfour et al.,
2013), just to name a few. All these humanoid robots are commonly human in size and achieve
similar or greater human performance. However, all of these humanoid robots suffer from one
common drawback: their high costs, which are all in the hundreds of thousands of Euros (ranging
from AC200K to AC1M). This being one of the main reasons holding back humanoid robots from
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leaving the high-end laboratories and becoming more widely
used, and even 1 day being part of everyday life. The popularity
of the humanoid robot NAO (Gouaillier et al., 2009), which is
small at 0.57m, weighs 4.5 kg, and is low cost, has shown that
an inexpensive platform can help to make humanoid research
more widely accessible to a larger audience from universities to
high schools. Thus, we have been designing a full-sized humanoid
robot that has similar physical specifications as current full-
sized humanoid robots, but with the main objective of making it
affordable.
The cost of the actuation mechanism is one of the most costly
components on any humanoid robot. For instance, in hydraulic
humanoid robots (Cheng et al., 2007; Alfayad et al., 2011), the
high costs are created by the servo valves and the high machin-
ing tolerances associated with the pistons; whereas in electric
humanoid robots, the main costs are in the motors, gearboxes,
andmotor controllers. In our current approach, we have elected to
focus on electric actuated humanoid robots, as we believe that this
approach provides us with the best opportunity of making a full-
sized humanoid robot at the lowest price while at the same time
keeping the same physical performance that other robots possess.
Looking over the classic design practice of some of the current
generation of humanoid robots, we can identify key aspects that
can be improved. Firstly, we set out to replace theHarmonic drives
that are used inmost high-performance electric humanoid robots,
such as HUBO (Oh et al., 2006), HRP-series (Kaneko et al., 2008),
TORO (Ott et al., 2010), iCub (Parmiggiani et al., 2012), and
ARMAR-4 (Asfour et al., 2013). Secondly, we need to examine the
power and control electronics followed by the mechanical design
with the aim to reduce the costs and simplify the design of the
overall system.
Compliant joints have shown to be beneficial in humanoid
robots (Tsagarakis et al., 2011; Enoch et al., 2012b), therefore
we set out to examine the use of compliant joints in a selected
number of joints, primarily for the legs. The reason we believe
mechanical compliance is important for the humanoid’s legs is the
foot placement, which is essential for absorbing the impact forces
for actions like walking and jumping (Hurst, 2011). Controlled
compliance was also considered but that would not provide us
with the performance we needed as the latency from the sensors
detecting the impact force to the time of the joint moving would
be too long (Pratt and Williamson, 1995). Typically, compliance
is added to the joint using “Series Elastic Actuators” (SEA), as
introduced by (Pratt and Williamson, 1995) where a spring is
placed in-between the motor and the output. This has two advan-
tages: (1) first, it makes measuring forces easier as the measured
spring displacement corresponds to the force (2) second, it allows
absorption of impact forces and could also be used to store energy.
SEA has been successfully implemented in a number of robots
(Pratt et al., 2001; Veneman et al., 2006; Hobbelen et al., 2008).
Therefore, we wanted to investigate incorporating SEA into the
design of our robot.
An extension of compliant actuator research is to add addi-
tional hardware to make the compliance adjustable. This means
that the controller can select from a very soft to a very hard
compliance. This gives the robot the advantage of setting the
stiffness to very hard for accurate position tracking or very soft for
dealing with impact or safety. Some examples of these humanoid
robots are MACCEPA (Vanderborght et al., 2009), Blue (Enoch
et al., 2012a), and MABEL (Grizzle et al., 2009). The problem
with adjustable compliances is that the mechanical complexity
still needs to be solved. Furthermore, two coupled motors, which
are used to control the joint position and the stiffness of a sin-
gle joint, add extra weight, space, and costs. This means that
the humanoid robot will require at least twice as many motors
and controllers than normal. Currently no full-sized adjustable
compliant humanoid robot has been realized with similar capa-
bility than the more classical approach. As the extra cost of the
motors and mechanical structures goes against our primary goal
of a low-cost humanoid robot we discounted variable compliance
actuation in our design.
Most traditional humanoid robots control strategies rely on
very accurate knowledge about the robot’s dynamics (i.e., kine-
matics and inertia properties) and its environment, and work with
high-gain joint position control. Since the major breakthrough
in walking control being the introduction of the “zero moment
point” (ZMP) (Vukobratović and Borovac, 2004), ZMP was used
in the design and control of a number of high performance biped
robots (Hirai et al., 1998; Park et al., 2005; Kaneko et al., 2008).
The main principle of ZMP is that its moment of inertia should
be kept in its support polygon, which is normally the supporting
foot. Robots like the HRP-series, Hubo, or LOLA are classed as
stiffed fully actuated robots, where the structure and actuation
system are rigid with the only compliant element in the sole of
the foot. These robots all require very accurate control of the
joint angles and velocities. Hence, torque-controlled robots have
become more attractive in recent years because of the key features
of safe interaction with the environment and humans (Haddadin
et al., 2013), compliant behavior, and the ability to directly control
the forces within the controller. CB (Cheng et al., 2007) andTORO
(Ott et al., 2010) are two examples of full-sized humanoids robots,
which are both fully force-controllable.
There has been three humanoid robots that have the pri-
marily design goal of being anthropometrically correct. The first
humanoid is HRP-4C (Kaneko et al., 2009) which is based on an
average young Japanese female. This humanoid was designed for
the entertainment industry such as a fashion model or the master
of ceremony. So the hands and head of the robot were designed to
be as life like as possible with realistic skin. The second humanoid
is WABIAN-2 (Aikawa et al., 2006). This humanoid was designed
to help researchers study rehabilitation and welfare instruments.
The WABIAN-2 researchers had three reasons that they felt an
anthropometrically correct humanoid is beneficiary. First, they
hypothesized that measuring the angle and torques at the joints,
when the robot used a device, could be measured more easily
compared to the corresponding values from a human subject. Sec-
ond, experiments used by humanoids could help identify defects
in humans from an engineering point of view. Third, humanoids
could replace people in dangerous situations. Last but not least,
the third humanoid PETMAN (Nelson et al., 2012) by Boston
Dynamics. This humanoid was designed to test chemical pro-
tective clothing. This means that PETMAN had to have human-
like strength, speed, and motion while wearing human clothing,
including footwear.
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Here we outline the key design requirements of Herbert
Figure 1A. It has been designed to perform awide range of human
tasks, therefore, it has been designed to be anthropometrically
correct. To achieve this goal, the robot has to have the same
proportions and weight as a real human (Tilley, 2002), as this
simplifies direct mapping of human tasks onto the robot. It can
then be used for different tasks like in teaching scenarios, testing
prosthesis and devices for disabled people or how to be better
able to interact within human environments. This leads to a list
of requirements for our new humanoid robot:
 Human weight;
 Affordability;
 Compliant and back-drivable joints;
 Anthropometrically correct;
 Torque controllability;
General Overview of Herbert’s Design
One of our main goals for Herbert was to design a full-sized
humanoid robot that is anthropometrically correct with the size
and weight of a 1 percentile adult male (Tilley, 2002). This means
that the limbs of the robot should be similar in length and the
joint position to be as close as possible to a real human. Using
data from Tilley (2002), we were able to define the measure-
ments for the length and joint position. Figure 1B shows the
final completed computer-aided design (CAD) of Herbert and the
kinematic structure in Figure 1C. To validate Herbert’s propor-
tions with respect to 1 percentile adult male, we super-imposed
and scaled the CAD model over the measurement diagram from
(Tilley, 2002), as shown in Figure 2. From this, it is clear to see
that Herbert is matching very closely to human proportions. The
only exception from our anthropometrically correct approach is
the shoulders which we required slightly wider and higher. After
simulating the model we found that the wider shoulders helped to
prevent kinematic singularity and self-collisions with its chest.We
needed to raise the shoulders so that we could accommodate the
compliant joint modules due to space constraints. As mentioned,
all major limbs have the same length as the real human. We have
also made sure that all the joints are inline on the sagittal plane.
Again, our analyses show that inline shoulders would resulted
in a larger working volume, and in order to prevent kinematic
FIGURE 1 | (A) Photo of the current state of Herbert, as used in the physical
interaction results section. (B) CAD model of Herbert. (C) The 33 DOFs of the
humanoid robot: active (29 DOFs): 21 DOFs knees, 23 DOFs hips, 3 DOFs
neck, 4 DOFs waist, 7 DOFs arms; passive (4 DOFs): 2 ankles. The purple
DOFs are the passive prosthesis. The green DOFs are the compliant leg joints
and the yellow are the low cost stiff joints.
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FIGURE 2 | The human proportion of Herbert: all the major joints are in their anthropometrically correct position, we used a 1 percentile full size
human man.
singularities they are angled at 20° forward. Hence, Herbert’s
shoulders are not inline on the sagittal plane.
One of the most important physical properties of a humanoid
are its weight and mass distribution, where it is desirable that the
CoM of each limb is as close to the axis of motion. To achieve
this, we aimed to place the heaviest components of each limb,
which in this case are the motors, as high as we could within the
limb. The resulting CoM of each limb are shown in Figure 3A
where the gray spheres are volumetrically proportional to themass
of the limb segment and the CoM of the complete humanoid is
shown at the waist. For comparison to a real human, we used
data from (Drillis et al., 1964) and (Armstrong et al., 1988) to
calculate the CoM of each limb of a real 1 percentile adult male.
As displayed in Figure 3B, the CoM of the human is also shown at
the waist. As it can be seen, the mass distributions are very similar
between our robot and the human. Herbert’s mass is very evenly
distributed symmetrically apart for his chest where the CoM is to
the right by 12mm due to the chest pitch joint drive mechanism
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FIGURE 3 | (A) The mass distribution of Herbert where the volume of the dark spheres are proportional to the mass. (B) The mass distribution of a human.
not being centered due to mechanical constraints. Table 1 shows
that apart from the lower leg, which is a light weight prosthetics
ankle that will be discussed below, themass of each limb segments
in kilograms is very similar in comparison to a 1 percentile adult
male. As Herbert does not have onboard batteries presently the
chest is also 6.9 kg lighter. From the same table, we present also
the location of the limb segments CoM from the sole. This shows
that the CoM of each segment is comparable to that of a human.
The only major variation is the head as the human head CoM is
much higher. As a human head contains our brain, Herbert’s head
is hollow which means that its neck is the predominated mass.
Herbert’s and a real human’s complete CoM are in a very similar
position at the waist: Herbert’s CoM is 907mm from the ground
compared to 869mm for a real human person. The complete CoM
is also very close to the inline joint axis in the sagittal plane and
only 0.8mm to the rear ofHerbert. In the frontal plane it is 3.5mm
to the right due to the chest as discussed earlier.
For the mechanical structure, we designed two types of joint
actuationmechanisms. Themain jointmechanism is compact and
cheap while at the same time being functionally similar to the
classical harmonic drive or planetary gearbox design. The second
type of joint mechanism in our design is a joint with mechanical
compliance. We used the compliant mechanism in the legs and
arms, so that it can absorb impacts. For the rest of our humanoid
robot, we have used the compact design as we believe that the
mechanical compliance is not required and therefore software
compliance control can be used to save on the overall design
complexity and on cost. In Figure 1C, the different mechanisms
are presented, as the green DoF is the compliant joint and the
yellow DoF is the compact joint mechanisms and the purple is
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TABLE 1 | The mass of each segment of Herbert compared to a human and
the distance from the sole to the center of mass of each segment.
Mass [kg] CoM distance [mm]
Segment Herbert Human Herbert Human
Shank+ foot 0.8 2:8 189 251
Thigh 5.5 5:1 594 678
Trunk 6.0 4:7 981 929
Chest 9.5 16:4 1131 1145
Upper arm 1.9 1:5 1117 1211
Lower arm 1.2 0:8 844 943
Head 1.8 3:2 1298 1514
Total 35.5 45:6 907 869
TABLE 2 | Gear ratio, torque, range, and velocity of Herbert’s joints.
Joint Type Ratio Torque [Nm] Range [°] Velocity [°/s]
LEGS
Knee Compliant 39:4: 1 99 0; 103 457
Hip pitch Compliant 50:3: 1 126  40; 87 358
Hip yaw Compact 90: 1 41  36; 32 300
Hip roll Compliant 57: 1 141  19; 19 573
BODY
Waist roll Compact 63: 1 158  20; 20 286
Trunk pitch Compliant 71: 1 101  35; 115 229
Trunk yaw Compact 63: 1 158  42; 42 286
Trunk roll Compact 63: 1 158  42; 42 286
ARMS
Shoulder pitch Compliant 58: 1 43  50; 180 320
Shoulder yaw Compact 200: 1 19.5  30; 190 191
Shoulder roll Compliant 84: 1 39  42; 42 207
Elbow Compliant 101: 1 21 0; 155 318
Wrist pitch Compact 256: 1 2  75; 75 182
Wrist yaw Compact 256: 1 2  75; 75 182
Wrist roll Compact 256: 1 2  75; 75 182
HEAD
Waist roll Compact 256: 1 2  75; 75 182
Trunk roll Compact 256: 1 2  75; 75 182
Trunk yaw Compact 256: 1 2  75; 75 182
the prosthetic foot. In Table 2, the used types of mechanical
mechanisms are shown, all the joints as well as the used reduction
ratio, maximum torque, joint range, and the maximum angularly
velocity are all presented.
Compliant Module
The hip and knees have been designed with a compliant,
back drivable mechanism with a replaceable compliant ele-
ment. The compliant element can be easily replaced in order
to allow experiments into how different complaints behave in
such tasks as walking and balancing. As we have pointed out
earlier, that compliant actuation is very important for walk-
ing, especially when it comes to heal strike and the inability of
precisely predicting the magnitude and time of the impact forces
(Hurst, 2011).
In Figure 4A, the overview of the compliant joint can be seen.
(1) are the digital torque sensor electronics; (2) is the pulley, which
is also the “compliant element”; (3) is the digital joint encoder;
(4) are the strain gages; (5) is the ball screw; (6) is the PMSM
motor by Robodrive; and (7) is the motor position encoder. The
design is based around the ball screw that drives the pulley belt.
We decided to use a ball screw because it is mechanically back
drivable, efficient 96%, has no-backlash or starting torque, and
is also low in cost.We utilized over-sizedmotors to avoid the need
for large gear reductions. With the back drivability and low gear
ratio, we believe this will give us much better natural dynamics.
The compliant element is directly coupled to the output shaft
which has been designed to be easily replaceable. Figure 4B shows
different designs that have been tested in CAD using the finite
element method (FEM) to compute the theoretical compliance as
well as the strength of the component. By using the FEM analysis,
we are able to compute the deflection when different torques are
applied and also use this data to design the optimum placement
for the strain gages to measure the torque on the real robot.
In Figure 4B, we experimented with a non-symmetrical design,
where one of the spokes was split to increase its length for better
placement of strain gages. We are currently using Figure 4B for
Herbert.
This mechanism also has a simple safety feature inherited from
the design. This is the ability to measure the joint position and
velocity as well as the joint torque with two separate sensors,
thus being able to detect sensor failures. This error detection is
demonstrated in the Results section. Tomeasure the joint position
and velocity, we primarily use the joint encoder. But we can also
use the motor encoder to work out these values, as we know the
overall gear reduction. In order to work out the joint torque, we
primarily use the strain gages directly mounted at the joint, and
also estimate the torque by looking at the difference between the
joint position and the motor encoder position. This difference
is due to the compliant element as there is a direct correlation
between the joint torque and the difference between these two
encoders.
Compact Module
Most full-sized humanoid robots use harmonic drivers for their
reduction gearbox as they are small and compact with a high
gear ratio like HUBO (Oh et al., 2006), HRP-series (Kaneko
et al., 2008), TORO (Ott et al., 2010), iCub (Parmiggiani et al.,
2012), and ARMAR-4 (Asfour et al., 2013). Unfortunately, they
are very expensive. Planetary gearboxes, on the other hand, have
the advantage of low costs but with the drawback of becoming
larger and heavier as higher the gear ratio is needed. For our
compact design, we elected to use acycloidal reducer instead of
the standard method of using harmonic drives. Three advantages
are associated with this solution: (1) the first advantage is the cost,
as these reducers can be machined at a fraction of the price of a
harmonic drive; (2) secondly, it is compact; and (3) finally, the
gear housing and teeth can be machined directly into the main
joint structure, which leads into an easier incorporation into the
overall design.
The input shaft drives an eccentric bearing that in turn drives
the cycloidal disk in an eccentric, cycloidal motion. The perimeter
of this disk is geared to a stationary ring gear and this connection
makes the cycloidal disk rotate at a reduced speed. As we are
using a two-stage cycloidal reducer, this central cycloidal disk
then mates to the output shaft. The eccentric motion of the disk
is not translated to the output shaft so it is spinning centrically.
By varying the number of “teeth” in this design, we can obtain
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a large range of gear ratios for each joint, so that we can find
the optimal tradeoff between maximum torque and velocity. This
works in a similar way to a harmonic drive but with the main
difference that the harmonic drive has a flexible toothed spline
that rotates and the cycloidal reducer has a solid gear center. The
CAD design can be seen in Figure 4C where (1) is the motor
encoder; (2) is the PMSMmotor by Robodrive; (3) is the first stage
ring gear; (4) is the center cycloidal disk; (5) is the eccentric input
shaft; and (6) is the output ring gear. The real version is shown in
Figure 4D.
Passive Ankles
To reduce the weight and to simplify the design, we have chosen
to use human prosthetics for the feet instead of active ankles. This
means that the mass of the overall leg is reduced to 5 kg and that
the center of mass is very high, which has added advantage when
it comes to dynamic walking. This also means that Herbert can be
used in the future to help design and verify prosthetic foot designs.
With the reduced need for motors, gearboxes, and electronics,
thus, we are able to reduce the overall cost of the legs. Herbert
currently uses “1C30 Trias” fromOtto Bock, which can be seen in
Figure 4E.
Humanoid Head
Robotic heads are normally designed with one primary goal. For
example, the “iCub” head (Beira et al., 2006) or the Karlsruhe
humanoid head (Asfour et al., 2008) was primarily designed
to provide a stable platform for active cameras. Whereas other
robotic heads have been designed with the main aim of look-
ing as lifelike as possible, so that the texture of the skin and
the mimicking of the muscles are the most important aspect of
their design. An example of a head designed primarily to look
lifelike is by Hanson Robotics who developed a very realistic
head used in the “Albert” version of HUBO humanoid robot
(Oh et al., 2006), which utilizes a high number of servo motors
used to mimic human muscles and deform its rubbery skin so
the head is able to display emotions as well as to articulate the
mouth when it speaks. Furthermore, there are examples where
FIGURE 4 | (A) The compliant joint design: 1) are the digital torque sensor
electronics; 2) is the pulley, which is also the “compliant element”; 3) is the
digital joint encoder; 4) are the strain gages; 5) is the ball screw; 6) is the
PMSM motor by Robodrive; and 7) is the motor position encoder. (B)
Example of the FEM analysis for the displacement of the pulley. Herbert is
currently using example 3. (C) The CAD model of the cycloidal reducer 1) is
the motor encoder; 2) is the PMSM motor by Robodrive; 3) is the
first-stage ring gear; 4) is the center cycloidal disk; 5) is the eccentric input
shaft; and 6) is the output ring gear. (D) An early prototype of the hip jaw
joint. (E) The prosthetic foot by Otto Bock used in the foot of Herbert.
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FIGURE 5 | The head of Herbert (A) Cut through of the CAD model of the head. (B) The final head with the avatar projected onto the mask.
the head is used to help in HRI and the primary goal of dis-
playing emotions (Lee et al., 2008). An early example of this
type of head is MIT’s KISMET robot (Breazeal and Scassellati,
1999). KISMET had a simple mouth, ears, and eyebrows that
were used to display emotions such as happy, sad, or angry.
Both “Albert” and KISMET rely heavily on complex mechanical
structures, to display these emotions and mouth movements, due
to the high number of motors that is needed to modify their facial
expressions.
To overcome the need for complex mechanical structures to
display emotions and mouth movements, there is an emerging
type of robotic head which uses the concept of displaying an
avatar instead of relying on a complicatedmechanicalmechanism.
Examples are the “Light Head” by Delaunay et al. (2009, 2011)
and the “Curved Screen Face” from Hashimoto and colleagues
(Hashimoto andMorooka, 2006), as well as our own robotic head
“Mask-Bot” (Kuratate et al., 2011; Pierce et al., 2012). This type of
robotic heads has the advantage that the face can be changed and
animated fairly easily in software. Also the articulation of the face
does not rely on complex mechanical components. Because of the
computer-animated face the mouth can be synchronized with the
vocal system as well as display emotions.
The head of Herbert was thus primarily developed for HRI
and with the secondary goal of being anthropometrically correct.
A photo of the resulting head, “Mask-bot 2i”, is illustrated in
Figure 5B (Pierce et al., 2012). The main feature of Herbert’s head
is the avatar animated onto a mask using a rear projection system.
It can be configured with different avatar appearances where eyes
and mouth are animated to give a more lifelike appearance. There
are four main hardware components used to achieve this: (1) the
projector; (2) the optics used tomodify the light beam; and (3) the
mask (4) the 3 DOF neck.
As we have stated, one of the main components of the head is
the LED projector C112 (Acer Inc.), which is 70 ANSI lumens,
has a contrast ratio of 1000:1 and weighs 138 g. For the avatar
to be displayed properly, the image needs to go through an optic
system to be correctly scaled and angled. Therefore, we decided
to use a fisheye lens by “pixeet,” designed for a mobile phone
camera with a viewing angle of 180°, the size 30mm 17mm and
weight of 18 g. After the lens, the image is angled by a mirror
so that we can place the projector in the optimum location with
regard toCoMand so the image covers the completemaskwithout
interfering with the neck. The layout of the projection system
and the other key components of Herbert’s head can be seen
in Figure 5A.
Once we had the projection system for Herbert’s head, we
then investigated the possible shape of the mask which the avatar
would be projected onto. For easier research, we decided that an
interchangeablemask is the best solution for experiments with dif-
ferent contoured surfaces. We tested from very generic versions,
where we could project any avatar onto, all the way to a highly
specificmask,whichmatches the projected avatar created from3D
scan data of a specific human subject. This means that we had to
design the head with an interchangeable function, which resulted
in a frame design where different masks can be attached. To create
a generic interchangeable mask (one that can be used with any
projected faces), we first developed a face-model which uses a
mean average of 124 faces (31 faces from each group: Caucasian
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FIGURE 6 | (A) Designing the interchangeable mask: (a) Average face data;
(b) The cleaned up dataset; (c) The CAD model of the mask with the correct
outer shape to fit into the head’s frame; (d) The 3D-printed mold; (e) The
vacuum forming process; (f) The final sprayed mask. (B) Examples of the
facial expressions of the avatar projected onto the mask of the head.
male, Caucasian female, Asian male, and Asian female) to create
an “average” face Figure 6A.
Before we have been able to use these data, it needed to be
preprocessed to reduce the noise and to trim the excess data
Figure 6A. Next we imported these data into CAD software, so
that we can turn it into a solid manufacturable object. From our
experience with previous generations of rear projected heads we
knew that too much detail in the features, for example around the
eyes and mouth, do not match a large selection of general avatars.
Therefore, we applied a smoothing function to reduce the fine
details like in the lip and eye area. Then we trimmed the excess
parts, like the ears and the back of the head, and added a rim
around the edge so that it fits into the frame of the head Figure 6A.
To manufacture this mask we used vacuum forming based on a
mold. To do this we 3D printed this mold out of “Alumide,” which
is a plastic material with aluminum dust, using the selective laser
sintering process (SLS) Figure 6A. By adding the aluminum dust
to the plastic the temperature that the mold can take increases to
172°C, which is needed as the plastic for the mask is heated for the
vacuum forming. The mold also needed to be post-processed by
polishing the surfaces to avoid that the SLS process leaves a fine
sandy surface. The 3D-printed mold was then used on a vacuum
table with a 1mm thick PETG clear plastic which produced a clear
mask Figure 6A. The last step was to paint the clear mask with
a special rear projection paint by “Goo Systems,” which gave the
mask a silver finish and has shown to yield very good results when
the avatar is projected onto its surface. The final mask can be seen
in Figure 6A.
Once we had the layout of the projector, we then mounted the
optical system and the design for the interchangeable mask above
a 3 DOF neck and made sure the proportion of the completed
head was anthropometrically correct. We based this design on
an already existing neck that was based on three brushless BLDC
motors coupled to a shaft with pulley belts. This original neck was
made from aluminum with a central support structure as can be
seen in Figure 7A. But for the production of Herbert’s head, we
have elected to completely 3D print all the structural parts for
the benefit that the projection system was completely enclosed,
thus no light would get behind the mask. It was also beneficial
for the neck as we could reduce the cost, weight, and machining
time. In Figure 7B, it can be seen how we have gone from an
aluminum structural part to a shell-based 3D-printed part using
SLS out of nylon. After structural analysis, we could not have done
this for all the structural parts of the humanoid but as the head
does not receive large external forces we believe that it is the right
approach.
The total weight, including motors, 3D-printed structure, pro-
jector system, interchangeable mask, camera, and stereo system,
is only 443 g and can be seen in Figure 5A. Figure 6B shows
some examples of avatars moving their mouth while speaking.
This demonstrates that by using rear projected avatars it is possible
to show different facial expressions while being easy in software at
the same time. This framework can also be extended to help HRI
by displaying emotions.
Mechatronics and Computer Hardware
Electronics
In comparison to other robots, the development of humanoid
robotic systems creates unique electrical challenges. First of all, the
weight and limited space for the electronics need to be considered.
Secondly, the large variety of sensors, which need to be interfaced,
have to be taken into account. Lastly, and more importantly,
the demand for hard real-time, high-frequency control loops
for the predictable control of such complex systems have to be
met. Unlike other well-developed robotic systems, like wheeled
robots where the controllers and sensors can easily be taken off-
the-shelf and then integrated, developers of humanoid systems
place a higher priority on compactness and weight. To reduce the
amount of electrical cables running from the actuators and sensors
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FIGURE 7 | The development of the neck design: (A) Original metal design. (B) New 3D-printed FEM of the neck.
to a centralized controller, developers have taken a distributed
approach (Nagakubo et al., 2003; Kanehiro et al., 2006; Cheng
et al., 2007), where the low level controllers are distributed over the
whole humanoid robot. This leads to the benefit of reduced cables
as well as compactness. Additionally, when the controllers can be
placed in close proximity to the sensors and actuators they control,
they have the advantage of minimizing latency between the low-
level control loop implemented on the controller. However, it
does pose its own problem: How is it possible to handle the vast
quantity of information that needs to be communicated to the
central processing unit with minimal latency, while also ensuring
a fully operational system at the same time?
At the heart of Herbert’s electrical system is a distributed
network of FPGA modulars. In our design, every limb on the
humanoid robot has a single FPGA module and these modules
are networked together in a star formation. These FPGAmodules
are then individually integrated into a custom carrier board that
is tailored for each limb. For Herbert we designed two types of
carrier boards consisting of a high power board that is designed
to control two joints with 1 kW motors and a low power board
designed to control three low powered motors. As each limb has
their own sensors and actuation requirements, this star network
has a “Central Controller” in the chest of Herbert, which is a
combination of an FPGA and duo core ARM processors. These
ARM processors are running a “bare metal” code on the first
core, which takes care of the low-level, real-time control while
Ubuntu runs on the second core. There is an ethernet connection
from the central controller to the high-level PCs where all the
cognitive processing is computed. For Herbert we designed two
main control boards: the first is designed to control two high-
powered BLDC motors and the second for controlling three low-
powered BLDC motors. Figure 8 presents an overview of the
complete electronic system and shows what type of controller
is located in each limb. For a more in-depth overview of our
complete system, please see Pierce and Cheng (2014). Following,
we present the FPGA, high speed communication, the low-power
motor control board, the high-power motor control board, and
the central controller.
FPGA Module
The current version of the FPGA module, which is based around
an Xilinx Sparten 6 FPGA, can be seen in Figure 9A. It also
has integrated onto the module common components that are
desirable for each limb, for example ADC and IMU. This module
currently consists of:
 Xilinx Spartan-6 LX45 FPGA.
 6 axis IMU, MPU-6050.
 8 Channel ADC, ADS8332.
 2 Full-duplex 200Mb/s interconnection.
 128Mb SPI Flash.
 70 I/O, User configurable.
 17 programable LEDs.
 Size: 35mm 35mm.
 Weight: 8 g.
In order to develop our FPGAmodule, we simulated the power
requirement, the optimal placement of the de-coupling capacitor
network, and the rating of the power regulating circuit for a fully
configured FPGA. This shows the benefit of modularity, as we
only had to simulate and design the circuit once. Due to the nature
of the FPGA package (FGG 484), we had to use a six-layered PCB
board with 0.1mm wires to route the FPGA. These requirements
make the PCBboard expensive tomanufacture.Whereas fromour
experience in designing carrier boards, we know that those high
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FIGURE 8 | Overall system design. The blue FPGA squares are the
high-current BLDC controllers. The green squares are the low amp BLDC
controllers. The red lines are bi-directional high speed communication fiber
optic channels. The yellow square is the central controller.
specifications are not required and thus making the PCB boards
for the carriermuch cheaper.When themodule is fully configured
it only draws 40mA.
High-Speed Communication
For high-speed intercommunication among FPGA modules, dif-
ferent standards were examined, including EtherCAT and Power-
link. Both are real-time protocols based on the Ethernet standard.
Baglini et al. (2010) provide a good comparison of these two.
They concluded that EtherCAT is a better standard for robotic
systems. However, our evaluation shows that EtherCAT has some
limitations for our requirements. The first is the speed: at the
moment EtherCAT is only rated at 100Mb/s. The second limi-
tation is the physical electronic complexity. EtherCAT’s protocol
is based on sending Ethernet telegrams, this means the modules
would require 2 PHY Ethernet chips for simultaneous up and
down stream traffics. Therefore, we investigated the possibility
of using an FPGA on its own for the intercommunication. This
produced a simple solution of a direct pin to pin connection using
a LVDS and 8/10 b encoding, using a fiber optic cable running at
200Mb/s. We decide to use a fiber optic cable to minimize packet
loss due to the high electrical interfere from the large motors.
The communication network uses the FPGA fabric of the
central controller as the master and all the FPGA modules are
the slaves. Each module has two Rx and Tx interfaces, via the
interfaces, these data are transferred bi-directionally in full duplex
configuration. The key to our protocol is that each module starts
to forward the packet and appends packets on-the-fly. So after the
packet is received, it is put into a FIFO and buffered for 4 bytes
and then gets transmitted onto the next module in the network.
The complete data structure we call a “frame” and it consists of
multiple sub-frames. All the sub-frames are transmitted one after
the other and are separated by the reserved words start and end
of sub-frame. Each sub-frame is targeted at a single module and
consists of a unique ID for each module. When the module finds
a sub-frame with its ID, it will read the data into RAM and at the
same time will start to place its corresponding data onto the sub-
frame. In this way each module on the network only adds a four
byte delay to the overall latency for the complete network. The
frame protocol is shown in Figure 9E. The length of the sub-frame
is the first byte of data and used by the controlling state machine
to count the packets being processed. The data type, which is the
third byte, informs the FPGA about the data structure. The flag is
used to tell the controller if the sub-frame was processed as well as
giving error messages. The sub-frames are only processed on the
downstream. The network will forward all upstream sub-frames
without any buffering, thus the network can be configured with
only a single cable running down each limb without the need for
a return cable.
Low Amp BLDC Controller
This board can be seen in Figure 9C. On Herbert we are using
five of it: one in the head and two in each arm. The board is
designed to control three joints with each joint consisting of a
brushless motor, a position encoder, and a torque sensor. It also
has our two port high-speed communication network. The board
measures 71.0mm 48.0mm and the weighs 26 g. As this is for
low-powered BLDC and as the motors use hall sensors, the FPGA
motor controller uses trapezoidal communication to turn on and
off the STMicroelectronics L6234D three phase motor driver.
High Current BLDC Controller
This board was developed for high-power BLDC motors with a
power rating of over 1 kW/motor and can be seen in Figure 9D.
This boardwas primarily designed to interfacewith the Robodrive
PSWM motors that use magnetic motor encoders to measure
the motor position. It consists of two RAMX16UP60B three-
phase motor driver from International Rectifier “irf ” that is con-
trolled using field orientated control which is computed on the
FPGA module. It also had to interface with the foil strange gages
used to measure the torque at the joint. Figure 9F shows an
overview of the FPGA code structure. As demonstrated, there are
four main elements. The communication, sensor interface, BLDC
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FIGURE 9 | The electrical subsystem for Herbert: (A) FPGA module used
in all the sub boards. (B) The central controller with its five fiber optic
connectors. (C) Low current motor controller. (D) High-voltage motor
controller. (E)The data structure of the high-speed communication frame.
Each sub-frame is separated with a unique start and stop word using 8/10b
encoding. With a 3 byte header, which consists of 1) The length of the
sub-frame 2) The ID of the FPGA module that the sub-frame is for 3) The type,
which informs the FPGA about how the data are encoded. The end of the
sub-frame is the CRC field used to verify that the data are not corrupted. Then
finally the flags which tell the master controller if the sub-frame was processed
by the FPGA module and if there were any errors in the system. System
overview: (F) Overview of the FPGA code structure for the “High Current
BLDC Controller.” (G) Overview of the hardware structure of the central hub.
This is based on a Xilinx Zynq-XC7Z020 with two ARM processors.
motor controller, and the SoftCore for the controller. All of these
code blocks are joined together with shared memory and run in
parallel.
The sensor section of this block diagram shows the advantage
of the parallel approach, as each sensor can be sampled at its
optimal frequency. For example, the temperature sensor can only
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be sampled at 50 hz whereas the ADC is sampled at 320 kHz.
That means we can over sample the ADC and pass it through
a butterworth filter. Once all the sensors are processed we place
them in the shared memory so the communication block and
the SoftCore can access the data. This board is 60 g and measures
68.0mm 60.0mm.
Central Controller
The central controller is based on a Parallella board by Adapteva
with a custom designed breakout board containing five high-
speed fiber optic connectors. A photo of this central controller can
be seen in Figure 9B. The Parallella board is based around aZynq-
XC7Z020 system on a chip, short “SoC,” from Xilinx. This SoC
has a dual-core ARMA9 CPU and an FPGA on a single chip with
the arm processors running at 667MHz. It also has a co-processor
which is an Epiphany 16 core chip consisting of a scalable array
of simple RISC processors programmable in C/C++ connected
together with a fast on chip network within a single shared
memory architecture. We primarily use the FPGA fabric for the
communication with the distributed FPGA modules. The board
also has 1GB of DDR3 RAM, Gigabit ethernet, USB, an SD card
reader, and an HDMI output to animate the head. This controller
measures L= 86.4mmW= 60.0mmH= 30.6mm, weighs 121 g,
and consumes 5W under typical working loads. The overview of
this system can be seen in Figure 9F.
The ARM processors are set up in an asymmetric multi-
processing (AMP) configuration, which means the two cores run
independently from each other. One core is used for the hard real-
time control loop, which does not have any OS, thus our C++
code runs directly on the arm processor which we call bare-metal.
This loop is used for scheduling the network communication as
well as the low-level control that requires a fast update rate and
also hard real time, for example walking or balancing algorithms.
Both cores are controlled by interrupt requests “IRQ” from a timer
in the FPGA fabric, where a 1 kHz timer controls the IRQ. The
second core runs Ubuntu and Robot Operating System (ROS),
which are used for the soft real-time code, for example the path
planning or human robot interaction. The Ubuntu OS can be
accessed through the Gigabit ethernet connector to communicate
with other computers. The two cores and the FPGA fabric com-
municate with each other via shared memory. The configuration
can be seen in Figure 9G.
Software Architecture
For the software architecture, the first and most important deci-
sionwe had tomakewaswhich software frameworkwewere going
to use for Herbert. Especially, how we were going to structure all
the different code, from the vision system to HRI and all the way
down to the low-level trajectory planning that is required for the
many different and complex tasks Herbert would have to perform.
First of all, we decided for a distributed software architecture for
Herbert instead of a monolithic program. Therefore, all separate
tasks split into their own program and then communicate with
each other to build the complex system. Through the advantage
of modularity a program with a specific functionality is written
and debugged once and then reused on different robots. For
example, a single module could interface with a specific sensor
or a number of modules could interact with each other to make a
complex object recognition vision system possible. At the same
time, modular architecture has the downside that the modules
need to be able to communicate with each other, which adds com-
putational overhead and complexity to the system. Modularity
is not a new concept and has already been solved in a number
of robotic middlewares, for example, Orocos (Bruyninckx, 2001)
OpenHRP (Kanehiro et al., 2004), Player (Collett et al., 2005),
RT-middleware (Ando et al., 2005), YARP (Metta et al., 2006),
or ROS (Quigley et al., 2009). Another considerable advantage
of using a popular pre-existing middleware instead of creating
anew one from scratch is that there will be pre-existing, freely
available modules already written for a number of tasks which we
can incorporate into Herbert. Furthermore, using a pre-existing
middleware has the plus side that large communities of roboti-
cists are already working with these frameworks, which makes
collaboration and sharing code much easier.
After looking at the middlewares mentioned above, we com-
pared the following in more details in making our choice for
Herbert. OpenHRP has a very good track record for control-
ling humanoid robots as demonstrated by its use with the HRP
humanoid series robot for walking and other manipulation tasks.
It also provides a very good simulator that would have been very
useful for developing Herbert’s walking gaits. But, on the other
hand, it does not have a large community of users outside of Japan
and there is not a wide range of pre-existing modules available,
thus we would have had to implement a lot of the functionali-
ties ourselves. YARP, which was developed for the iCub, has a
large community in Europe and has been used very successfully
for HRI and for controlling a multiple DOFs humanoid robot,
iCub. But like OpenHRP it does not have a large repository of
readily made solutions for example simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM), a robust point cloud library, motion planning,
manipulation controller, and a frame work for playing soccer
(Allgeuer et al., 2013). In the end, we settled on ROS as it has a
big growing community, built in support for OpenCV (Bradski
and Kaehler, 2008), is natively supported in Matlab, has a large
selection of modules that we felt benefited Herbert, and has been
shown to work successfully on numerous humanoid robots, such
as NAO (Gouaillier et al., 2009), Robonaut 2 (Diftler et al., 2011),
and the REEM (Tellez et al., 2008) series of humanoids by PAL
Robotics.
Once we had decided on using ROS we needed to structure
the overview of Herbert’s system. The main priority was based
on how our researchers were to interact with Herbert’s hardware
in furthering developments, e.g., accesses to sensors and joints.
For this we wrote two modules referred to in ROS as “nodes.” The
first node interfaces directly with the xsens IMU and the second
node acts as a bridge to the bare metal real-time arm processor.
Both these nodes’ messages are based on standard ROS message
type sensor_msgs, thus Herbert can be easily integrated with other
open source ROS nodes. The interface to the bare metal has a
number of functions: primarily it gives the user all the joint data
using the ROS message type JointState for the current position,
velocity, and torque of each joint as well as allowing the user to
directly control each of Herbert’s joints with a desired position,
velocity, or torque. The interface also gives details about themotor
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FIGURE 10 | (A) Screenshot of Herbert in Rviz. (B) Overview of the ROS nodes captured from rxgraph.
state for debugging and calibration, for example the PWM value
that controls each motors’ mosfets, the temperature from all the
distributed temperature sensors and whether the FPGA module
data have been processed successfully. We can also configure the
bare-metal side using the ROS parameter server, for example by
configuring the PID gain values, setting the number of joints, the
ID number of each FPGA, and what controller the bare-metal side
is running as well as all the sensor’s offset values.
Herbert’s ROS interface runs on the robot’s central controller.
The user can choose to either run their code directly on the
central controller for reduced latency or to run their ROS nodes
on an external PC. We also have the kinematic model of Herbert
inROS’s native URDF file type which is an XML format used
by ROS to describe the physical robot. This kinematic model is
used with Herbert’s joint angle to produce a real-time model for
control or can be used to visualize Herbert in RVIZ which is a
standard ROS tool. This visualization is shown in Figure 10A.
We also have a number of GUIs that can be used for calibrating
Herbert’s sensors and motor controllers. We have also developed
a MATLAB interface to Herbert and a simulink model that has a
simplified physical property of Herbert so that we can experiment
with different controllers. Through Matlab we are able to control
Herbert directly through ROS. This means that we can replace
our simulink model with the real robot without having to change
any code. We have found that it has speed up development time
by being able to run the same code on the real robot as well as
in the simulink model. After a user has developed a controller in
MATLAB, they are satisfied with they have a number of options
depending on the latency requirements of their controller. They
could leave their controller inMATLAB if they are happy with the
performance or they could transfer the controller to a ROS node
and run it on theUbuntu side of the central controller. But in order
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to minimize latency, for example for the production of a walking
gait or balancing, a controller in C++ can be produced and place
the code onto the bear-metal side of the central controller where
it can be executed in hard real-time at 1 kHz. An overview of




Figure 11A shows a setup for testing and debugging the high-
speed communication (see High-Speed Communication section).
In this experiment, we sent frames from the central controller to
three high-current BLDC controllers. The frames travel around
the network until they are returned to the central controller. To
test the integrity of the network, the central controller then checks
in the processed data for not having any errors and validates the
returned data. Using this setup, we can also test the latency of the
complete system using a logic analyzer and the FPGA’s IO pins.
On the central controller we set an IO pin high when the software
sends a send command and pulls it low when the interconnect
has received the complete frame on the RX line. This is used
to measure the complete time a frame takes from the moment
the software decides to send a frame until it has traveled around
the network and ready to be processed by the software. On the
modules we set an IO pin high when we receive a start of frame
and low when we get an end of frame. The time it takes to send
three sub-frames from the central controller around the network
consisting of three FPGA modules with a payload of 150 bytes to
each module and back is shown in Figure 11B. In this figure you
can clearly see the three sub-frames and the very small latency
between the modules.
To get a clearer idea of the latency between modules we can
take a closer look at the beginning of the transmission as seen in
Figure 11C. It shows a very repeatable delay of 0.186µs between
each module t
δ
. You can also see that the time from the sent
signal to the first module receiving a frame ts is 0.27µs. This was
also constant during all the experiments. The final measurement
we took was the time from the end of the frame leaving the last
FPGA until the central controller had received and processed the
complete frame tr. This was 0.21µs and meant that the software
could process the return frame. As the network is running at
200Mb/s and we are 8 b/10 b encoding the transmission we can
also work out the time it takes to transmit the signal tb which
is 0.05µs. From all this we created the equation 1 modeling this
system tomake predictions about the complete time for the system
to send a frame with different numbers of modules and payload
lengths.
t = ts + tr +
nX
i
(Mi + 7) tb + t
δ
(1)
In the equation t is the total time, ts represents the sent time, and
tr is the received time. Also Mi is the module payload for each
i= 1, 2, : : : , n module, tb is the time to transmit 1 byte, 8 b/10 b
FIGURE 11 | (A) This setup is for testing the network protocol and latency
of the system with 3 high-current BLDC Controller and an early prototype of
the central controller. (B). This is a screenshot from the logic analyzer of the
complete frame passing through the system. The top plot is the hub, set
high when it receives a sent signal and pulled low when the frame has been
received and processed. The complete time for three modules each
receiving 150bytes of data takes 24.3µs. (C) This is the latency between
FPGA modules. We set an IO pin high when the FPGA received a start of
frame and captured using an logic analyzer. The latency between a module
is 0.186µs.
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FIGURE 12 | (A) This is a graph of Herbert’s knee joint, tracking a desired
position in the air. The main point of this graph is to demonstrate the
maximum speed record, which was 462.8°/s while still tracking the desired
position. (B) This graph demonstrates the torque controller. With the desired
torque set to 0Nm for the hip pitch joint and then push with an external force
meter. As you can see the joint is pushed to 90° and then the external force is
released after 5.8 seconds. Which causes the joint to fall back to the 0° due
to gravity. (C) This graph shows the displacement of the joint when an
external force is applied to it. This shows that the compliant element has a
linear behavior.
encoded, and finally, t
δ
is the module latency which is constant.
We also tested the low amp BLDC controller timings compared
to the high current BLDC controllers and verified that they both
have identical network timing which is what we predicted as they
share the same physical hardware and software.
Using the same evaluation method, we tested the complete
communication network on Herbert with all 13 FPGA modules.
For the full robot we used a payload size of 75 bytes in all frames
for both controller types. This test verified our earlier finding and
gave an overall time of 56µs for the complete communication.We
could also verify that the robot fully running we rarely dropped a
packet.
Joint Control and Compliance
To verify that the compliant actuation designworks as expectedwe
performed four experiments. The first two experiments verified
that it could track a desired trajectory and torque. The third
experiment was to quantify the compliance of the joints and the
last experiment was to test our sensor fault detection algorithm.
The first experiment performed a simple PDposition controller
test on the left knee joint. A desired position in the form of a
sine wave slowly increasing in amplitude was sent to the knee
controller. The desired trajectory and the recorded position can
be seen in the result shown in Figure 12A. This shows that the
knee joint was able to track the desired position with little error
and that the knee joint could reach a velocity of 462.8°/s.
The second experiment was to validate the torque controller.
We used again a simple PD controller and set the desired torque
of the hip pitch joint to 0Nm while pushing the leg with an
external force. The results are displayed in Figure 12B. As it can
be seen from the graph, an external force was applied by pushing
the hip up to 90°. Then the external force was removed after
five seconds causing the leg to drop due to gravity. As shown
clearly, the leg swings similar to a dampened pendulum as we
have not compensated for friction or gravity in the controller for
this experiment. The tracking error is due to the low gains in
the controller, with higher gains oscillation is introduced into the
system.
The third experiment was to characterize the compliant ele-
ment of Herbert. We measured an external force which was
applied to the hip joint at known distance from the joint axis.
We have been able to record this force and the deflexion in the
joint angle with the result that the compliant joint has a very
linear behavior as displayed in Figure 12C. The only downside
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of the compliant element is that at low forces (<4Nm) there is no
compliance. We believe this is due to friction in the system.
The fourth experiment was to test our algorithm for sensor
fault detect. As we mentioned earlier, our compliant joint has two
sensors to measure the joint position, while the primary sensor is
an optical encoder mounted directly on the joint and the second
sensor is the motor position encoder. After we have mapped the
motor encoder position into the joint position we are then able
to compare the position and velocity value from each sensor. By
using equation 2 we are able to detect both errors in the data and
sensor failure. For this experiment we set the desired position of
the hip joint in the trajectory of a sin wave. We then simulated
signal noise on the motor encoder, which could for example be
caused by a faulty sensor. Then after one second we simulated
the joint encoder not responding, this might be caused by the
sensor dying or a cable becoming disconnected. Furthermore, we
dropped packets and added random data to simulate corrupted
data. As shown from the results in Figure 13A we were able to



























































FIGURE 13 | (A) Demonstration of error detection in the joint and motor
position encoders. At 0.5 seconds there is an error in the joint encoder
position, this could be from noise on the communication line or from the
encoder. This is detected and shown with the first green fault detection. Then
after 0.7 seconds we simulated an error on the motor encoder for 1 second
which simulates a faulty sensor. This fault is detected and classed as a
sensor failure as seen with the red fault detection being red. At 2.8seconds
we simulated the encoder no longer responding and giving a constant value
of zero. As you can see the system also detects this failure and sets the fault
to true. (B) Joint trajectory of the compact joint. As you can see from this
graph, the joint is able to track the desired position but due to the backlash
there is an error in the tracking. The maximum error is coursed when the
desired position changes direction as the joint has to overcome the backlash
before the trajectory can be reversed.
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FIGURE 14 | (A) Herbert squatting on one leg whilst being supported
in the sagittal plane. This demonstrates that Herbert’s legs have the
torque to support him in single-phase walking. (B) Graph of Herbert
squatting, measured torque and joint position. This shows that
Herbert can produce over 55Nm of torque whilst following a desired
trajectory.
detect the sensor failure as well as the errors in the data. Here,
the green line is the error in the data and the red line is the fault
detected.
K∆q+ ∆ _q  γ (2)
where γ is the error, q is joint position, _q is the joint velocity, and
K is a scale factor.
To verify that the compact module was a good low-cost
replacement for harmonic drives it was tested using a simple PD
controller controlling the desired angular position of the waist.
The result of this test can be seen in Figure 13B. As you can
see the joint was able to track the desired trajectory but there
was some error caused by backlash. As shown in the error graph,
there is an error of 0.7°. With the PD controller switched off
we could measure 0.73° of backlash in the joint. One of the
main causes of this backlash was the tolerance of the machined
parts. In the future we will try machining these parts with higher
tolerance which should improve this. To test the strength of
the compact joint we tested it to 150Nm, as well as testing its
shock resistance by lightly hitting the joint at a distance of 40 cm
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FIGURE 15 | (A) Herbert balancing when an external force of 25.6N is applied and with no external support in any plane. (B). Graph of Herbert balancing when an
external force is applied. This shows Herbert moving his hip to keep his CoM over his feet when an external force is applied to him.
with a hammer. Both of these tests did not cause a mechanical
failure.
Squatting
We needed to validate the strength of the legs to ensure that they
would have the strength we required for walking. To test this we
made Herbert squat on the right leg as it was supported in the
frontal plane so the robot only had to balance in the sagittal plane.
In Figure 14A, five pictures show Herbert transforming from a
standing position on one leg to a squatting position and then
standing back up.We ran this squattingmotion over several cycles
andmeasured the torque in each joint as well as the joint position.
A plot of this can be seen in Figure 14B. As it can be seenHerbert’s
knee had a maximum torque value of 51Nm when he started to
stand up. The hip pitch joint did not have to produce much torque
as it only had to balance the torso. The torque in the hipwasmainly
due to the CoM being shifted forward due to the left leg being
forward. As the knee joint and pitch hip joint have been designed
with the samemotors and ball screws, we felt that we did not need
to test them independently. This test produced half the maximum
torque of the joint but showed that the legs have the strength to
support Herbert in the single support phase of walking.
Balancing
To demonstrate that all Herbert’s subsystems work together as a
complete system and that all the DOFs and the IMU are working
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TABLE 3 | Total cost of the humanoid Herbert.








together correctly as well as ROS being successfully integrated we
implemented a very simple balancer in ROS. For this experiment
Herbert was standing completely free with no external support.
This balancing controller was designed to keep the torso’s CoM
above the hips by adjusting the desired hip pitch joint position. To
calculate the torso’s CoM compared to the hip we used the IMU
mounted in the chest with the assumption that the floor was flat.
By using a simple PD controller we were able to stabilize Herbert
when an external forcewas applied. By using a forcemeter wewere
able to measure the applied external force. With this controller
Herbert was able to be pushed with 33.2N for a maximum CoM
displacement of 2.2° before Herbert fell down. A picture of this
experiment can be seen in Figure 15A. Figure 15B shows the
results of this experiment, the top plot is the hip joint position in
degrees, the middle plot is the external force in N and the bottom
plot is the error in the CoMof the upper body.We pushedHerbert
three times in the sagittal plane from behind with the maximum
force of 30.2N. Each time Herbert would counter the force by
moving its hip pitch joint. When the force was removed Herbert
would return to its natural stable position. We should also point
out that as Herbert was designed to have a good and symmetrical
weight distribute it naturally balances itself when it is in its home
position e.g., standing up straight.
Discussion
One of the primary aims for this humanoid robot was lowering the
cost compared to other full-sized humanoids currently available.
In Table 3we estimated the total cost of our completed humanoid
excluding hands, batteries, and external PC. This table therefore
shows that we are able to produce our complete humanoid robot
for around AC35,000. Although, this sum excludes the cost of
labor and small expendable items, for example cables and screws.
A projection of how this finished humanoid will look is shown in
Figure 1B. It is obvious that the main expenses are the motors as
the large Robodrives used in the lower body costAC842 each. Nev-
ertheless, it is true that the costs of the mechanical components,
which include the cost of the ball screw and cycloidal reducer, are
very low as a lot of effort was put into reducing the number of com-
ponents used and the cost of manufacturing these components.
Over a couple of iterations we were also able to combine different
structural components into a single part. Although it was more
complex tomachine this single part, it was overall cheaper than the
combined cost of a number of smaller and more simplified parts.
Also 90% of the parts were manufactured in-house with low-cost
CNC machines which show that our design has been optimized
for simplified production.
Conclusion
In this article we presented the latest progress of the development
of our anthropometrically correct humanoid robot Herbert. We
have shown all the DOFs of the Herbert’s completed design, with
a total weight of 35.5 kg and the breakdown of the AC35,000 total
cost. We have also described the hardware design we have used
throughout the design ofHerbert as well as the electronics we have
built to control all of Herbert’s joints. We have given an overview
of the software architecture that we have used to produce a flexible
system so that users of different levels can run experiments on
Herbert. In the Results section, we have demonstrated that Her-
bert joints are capable of 462.8°/s tracking a trajectory. We have
also shown that the joints are also compliant and that we are able to
directly control their torque. In the endwe have demonstrated that
Herbert is ready to start walking and balancing by showing that
the leg joints are capable of squatting and that it can balance when
an external force is applied. Our next step for Herbert is to start
working on a more sophisticated balancer and to make him walk.
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